PHOTOMETRIC DETAILS
PATHWAY LIGHTING

3110/3120-39CMT6-FT

Fixture: 3100 Louvered Bollard
Lamp: Philips CDM35/T6/830
Distribution: Forward Throw Distribution
Test No: LL10050608F.IES
Initial Lamp Lumens: 3300
Cutoff Classification: Cutoff
IES Classification: Type IV

COEFFICIENT OF UTILIZATION

ISOILLUMINANCE PLOT (FC)
Light Center at 30°

ISOILLUMINANCE PLOT (FC)
Light Center at 36°

ISOILLUMINANCE PLOT (FC)
Light Center at 30°

ISOILLUMINANCE PLOT (FC)
Light Center at 36°

NOTE: HYDREL RESERVES THE RIGHT TO MODIFY SPECIFICATION WITHOUT NOTICE. Any dimension on this sheet is to be assumed as a reference dimension: "Used for information purposes only. It does not govern manufacturing or inspection requirements." (ANSI Y14.5-1973)